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Driver Solutions Announces Company-Sponsored CDL Training Programs
Available to New Drivers

All predictions for the economy in 2011 point to a strong demand for new truck drivers. Learn
more about how Driver Solutions is helping new drivers start a truck driving career through
their company-sponsored CDL training program.

Indianapolis, Indiana (Vocus/PRWEB)January 04, 2011 -- Driver Solutions has today announced the
availability of high-quality CDL training programs for new truck drivers to ensure they have the skill set
required to be successful in this lucrative field. Predictions for a recovering economy in 2011 indicate the
demand for new drivers is strong.

Driver Solutions provides unique CDL training programs for new drivers, paid for by trucking companies
willing to hire the new drivers. This ensures that new drivers are able to learn all the skills needed to be
successful, without having to worry about how to pay for school tuition or taking out a loan. Once the truck
driving school course has been completed, the company-sponsored drivers begin well-paying jobs within the
trucking industry, cutting out the problematic job search for new drivers.

The trucking industry is one of the fastest growing market segments in the nation, expanding payrolls and
continuing to hire new workers. As the economy rebounds from the recent recession, that growth is expected to
surge even higher. An increased demand by retailers and manufacturers will be the driving force behind this
growth. "2011 is shaping up to be a very active year for truck driver recruiting. We’re seeing fleets begin to
grow again and starting to see more “driver churn” or turnover of experienced truck drivers. These factors
create a tremendous opportunity for new drivers entering the industry," said Mark Kinsel, president of Driver
Solutions.

For those considering the trucking industry as a potential career, the time has never been better. However, to
ensure they are able to be successful immediately, prospective drivers are urged to take advantage of the
company-sponsored CDL training programs offered through Driver Solutions.

New drivers will find that getting started with Driver Solutions is a simple process. Prospective drivers simply
need to submit an application online, and then speak with their Driver Agent. The next step is to choose a
trucking company partner, and then attend paid truck driving school. After completion of the CDL course, new
drivers can start work immediately.

Thanks to the great CDL training programs offered by Driver Solutions, new drivers are able to easily and
quickly enter the lucrative trucking industry with significant advantages. Having Driver Solutions as a partner
during this process ensures the highest quality of training and the best paying job upon graduation.

To find out more about the company-sponsored CDL training & truck driving jobs offered by Driver Solutions,
visit GreatCDLTraining.com.

About Driver Solutions:

Specializing in CDL training for new truck drivers, Driver Solutions helped over 2,400 people begin new truck
driving careers in 2010. A career in trucking offers many unemployed, underemployed or displaced workers an
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opportunity to earn up to $40,000 along with sign-on bonuses and comprehensive benefit plans. Driver
Solutions provides a company-sponsored CDL school through partnerships with trucking companies such as
PAMTransport and USA Truck. To learn more about company-sponsored CDL training, visit the Driver
Solutions website at http://www.greatcdltraining.com.
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Contact Information
Mike Curts
Driver Solutions
http://www.greatcdltraining.com
(800) 296-1860

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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